Terrapin Trading® is a registered trademark. Terrapin Trading is a brand of clothing and musical instruments. The intellectual property of Terrapin Trading including the logo (above) may not be used without their express written permission. Terrapin Trading protects its intellectual property rights and will report all infringers that it uncovers.

FAQ:

1. Why was my auction reported?

The unauthorized or unlicensed production and/or sale of merchandise bearing Terrapin Trading marks, or marks confusingly similar thereto, is illegal. Any product that uses the Terrapin Trading name or logo is considered infringing. This also includes any reference to Terrapin Trading in the advertisement of the merchandise. Your auction was reported to eBay because the merchandise and/or advertisement of that merchandise appear to violate the intellectual property rights of Terrapin Trading.

2. Why are others still allowed to sell these items?

Terrapin Trading makes extensive efforts to police eBay auctions for any and all potentially infringing merchandise. However, some sellers may unintentionally be overlooked or are purchasing directly from Terrapin Trading.

3. What is your contact information?

Please email Terrapin Trading at terrapintradinglimited@gmail.com with any questions.